**LE SHUNTER**  Weld tweezers

**DESCRIPTION:**
- Welding handle equipped with double electrodes in parallel with a perpendicular action at the handle axis
- Setting of the force by screw and stressed spring
- Force maxi at electrode : 5 DaN
- Start signal by a switch when force is reached.
- Electrodes Ø3 mm - Reference 2340 - code : 80001526
- Main application : welding of battery foils and thermocouples.
- Operates with all of SOUDAX range generators.

**Advantages:**
- Allows production of small batches without installation
- Easy to use and small ideal for on-site welds or bench top operations (batteries can be welded in their casing.
- Very good weld quality

**Disadvantages:**
- The operator can be tired quickly modifying your main installation (after two hours of operation).

**DIMENSIONS:**
- Length : 200 mm
- Height : 40 mm
- Width : 25 mm
- Weight : 1.2kg

**CABLES:**
- Length : 1.5 m
- Section : 16 mm²
- Connector : eyelet Ø8 or quick disconnect plug Ø16

**Linked products**
- 2340 / 80001526 Standard Electrode Diam 3
- GDC - P Portable Capacitor Discharge Welder

**Dedicated applications**
- Accumulator Packs
- Fabrication d'écran de protection thermique